Synthesis of doxorubicin α-linolenic acid conjugate and evaluation of its antitumor activity.
Doxorubicin (DOX) is a broad-spectrum antitumor drug used in the clinic. However, it can cause serious heart toxicity. To increase the therapeutic index of DOX and to attenuate its toxicity toward normal tissues, we conjugated DOX with either α-linolenic acid (LNA) or palmitic acid (PA) by a hydrazone or an amide bond to produce DOX-hyd-LNA, DOX-ami-LNA, DOX-hyd-PA, and DOX-ami-PA. The cytotoxicity of DOX-hyd-LNA on HepG2, MCF-7, and MDA-231 cells was higher compared to that of DOX, DOX-ami-LNA, DOX-hyd-PA, and DOX-ami-PA. The cytotoxicity of DOX-hyd-LNA on HUVECs was lower than that of DOX. DOX-hyd-LNA released significantly more DOX in pH 5.0 medium than it did in pH 7.4 medium. DOX-hyd-LNA induced more apoptosis in MCF-7 and HepG2 cells than DOX or DOX-ami-LNA. Significantly more DOX was released from DOX-hyd-LNA in both MCF-7 and HepG2 cells compared with DOX-ami-LNA. Compared to free DOX, a biodistribution study showed that DOX-hyd-LNA greatly increased the content of DOX in tumor tissue and decreased the content of DOX in heart tissue after it was intravenously administered. DOX-hyd-LNA improved the survival rate, prolonged the life span, and slowed the growth of the tumor in tumor-bearing nude mice. These results indicate that DOX-hyd-LNA improved the therapeutic index of DOX. Therefore, DOX-hyd-LNA is a potential compound for use as a cancer-targeting therapy.